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Existing Platforms

2-1-1 TexasAunt Bertha Access NYC 

http://www.211texas.org/
https://www.auntbertha.com/
https://www.auntbertha.com/


Client 
Centered 

Service 
Centered

https://www.auntbertha.com/


Python.scrape

Crowd sourced 

Individual 

Automatic

https://www.auntbertha.com/
https://www.auntbertha.com/


Information Needs and Potential 
Users
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Information exists but...

“I don’t know what to do except refer them to the ARCH”  - APD

“Landlord outreach program. The problem with those databases - how are they updated? 
Are they user friendly?”  - Service Provider

“Sometime people are greedy,”  (not sharing resources for those with challenging 
backgrounds, like sex offenders).  - Service Provider



I need...

- Centralized list of agencies/programs/resources with points of contact - VA

- Housing resources in South Austin – APD

- Like to have a master list of service providers with description of service providers with 
description of services

- Possible resources for Church groups – PET 3

- Other funding sources for housing – VA



Potential Users
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Personas



Personas



Prototyping
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Iteration 1



Results

- Largely continuous interaction with the document from January 11 
through February 13

- Over 40 different changes made in January. Google recorded additional 
“changes,” but they appear to be some selecting the documenting or a 
cell.

- Over 25 different unique viewers during peak viewing

- 14 new, unique entries



Findings

- Majority of these changes were adding information such as descriptions, 
services, etc.

- Only one of the entries appeared to be out of date

- After a certain amount of time individuals stopped interacting and 
updating the list 

- Information was overwhelming

- Standardization was an issue



Prototyping
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Findings



Going forward
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Considerations

- Determining use function: client centered versus service centered

- Have a mechanism to ensure that information is updated

- Ensuring resource information translates into service access 

- Creating a tool accessible to individuals with different levels of literacy


